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Abstract 
In this paper, we will show that the Ramsey number (C4,Ki,n+l)<~r(C4,Ki,n)+ 2 for all 
positive integers n. This result answers a question proposed by Burr, Erd6s, Faudree, Rousseau, 
and Schelp. 
l .  Introduction 
Let G and H be two graphs. The Ramsey number (G,H) is the smallest integer p 
such that in every two-coloring, say blue and red, of the edges of Kp, either the blue 
graph contains a copy of G or the red graph contains a copy of H. In the following, we 
shall let B (blue) and R (red) denote the resulting blue (red) edge-induced subgraphs 
respectively. In the case when G = C4, a cycle of 4 vertices, and H = T is a tree, Burr, 
Erd6s, Faudree, Rousseau, and Scbelp [1] showed that computing r(C4, T) reduces to 
that of computing r(C4,Ki,m). In fact, the following result was obtained. 
Theorem 1. I f  T is a tree of  order n and maximum degree A(T) = m, then 
r(C4, T) = max{4, n + 1, r(C4,KI.m)}. 
In view of the importance of r(C4,K,.n), it would be helpful to have more precise 
information concerning this Ramsey number. The following results were proved by 
Parsons in [3]. 
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Theorem 2. For all n >1 2, 
,'¢C~,KI,,)~<n + rv~ + 1. 
Further, if q is a prime power, then 
r(C4,Ki,qZ ) = q2 + q + 1, 
r( C4,Ki,q2+l ) --- q2 + q + 2. 
The last two equalities how that the lower bound n + [vrff] + 1 is in some sense 
the best possible. In [1], Burr, Erdfs, Faudree, Rousseau, and Schelp obtained the 
following. 
Theorem 3. For all sufficiently large n, the followinfl inequality holds: 
r(C4,K't.n) > n + vrn - 6n 11/40. 
In [1,2], the following two questions are asked. 
Question 1. Is it true that r(C4,Kl..) < n + vrff- c holds infinitely often, where c is 
an arbitrary constant? 
Question 2. Is it true that r(Ca, Kl.,+l )<<.r(C4,KI,.) + 2 for all n? 
We answer the second question in this paper by proving 
Theorem 4. For all positive integers n, the following inequality holds: 
r(C4,Ki,n+l )~r(C4,Ki,n) + 2. 
2. Proof of Theorem 4 
Suppose, to the contrary, there is an n such that 
r(C4,Kl.n+l )>~r(C4,Kl,,) + 3. 
Let p = r(C4,Kl.,). Then there is a two-coloring of the edges of the complete graph 
Kr+2 such that neither B contains a C4 nor R contains a Kt..+l. In the following, 
we will denote the vertex set of this colored Kp+2 by V, Nn(v) and NR(v) denote 
the blue neighborhood of v and the red n¢~ghborhood f v respectively and dB(v) and 
dR(v) denote the blue degree and red degree of v respectively for each v E V. Clearly, 
ds(v) + dR(v) = p + I. For each vertex subset W C_ V we let B(W) and R(W} denote 
the blue graph and red graph induced by the vertex set W respectively. We will deduce 
a contradiction by the following four claims. 
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Claim 1. There are three distinct vertices vl, v2, v3 such thin 
INR(v i )n ( r -  {v,, v2, v3})l = n 
for each i = 1, 2, 3. Further, since the maximum red degree A(R)<~n, vivj is colored 
by blue for each 1 <~i ~ j <~ 3. 
Proof. Let x and y be two arbitrary vertices of V. Since r(C4,Ki.n) = p and IV - 
{x,y}l = p,  there is a vertex vl E V - {x,y} such that INR(vl) N (V - {x,y}) I = 
n. In the same manner, we know that there is a vertex v2 E V -  {vl,y} such that 
]NR(v2) N (V - {vl,y})l = n. In the same manner, we can show that there is a vertex 
v3 E (V -  {vj,v2}) such that IN(v3)n(V- {vl,v2})[ =n. Then, Claim 1 follows. [] 
For each 1~<i~<3, let V~ = NB(vi) - {vbv2,v3} and ni = IV/[. Since dR(vi) = n for 
each I ~< i ~< 3, we have 
nl =n2=n3=(p+l ) -n -2=p-n - l .  
Since {vl,v2,v3} induces a blue triangle, we have 
V/nVj=~} for each pair l~<i~j~<3.  
Claim 2. For every pair of  distinct vertices x and y, Na(x) n NB(y) ~ ~. 
Proof, To the contrary, suppose Na(x)NNa(y)= 0. Then each vertex z E V -  {x,y}  
has at least one red neighbor in {x,y}. Thus R(V - {x,y}) contains no Ki.n. On the 
other hand, B(V - {x,y}) contains no C4 since B contains no C4. Combining these 
two facts, we have 
r (C4 ,KLn)  = p = IV - Ix, y}l < r(C4,Kl,n), 
a contradiction. [] 
Let 
VI = {wl, w2 ..... w,~ }, and 
Wy =Ns(w:) - (V! U {vl}) for each ! <~j<<.nl. 
The following claim comes directly from Claim 2. 
Claim 3. The following equality holds: 
V = t,'~ u 1:2 u r3 u {v,,v2,v3} u (ux.<j<.,,, w/). 
Since B contains no C4, we have 
JNa(wy)N/:lJ = 1 for all l<~j<,.nl. 
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For the same reason, the following equalities hold: 
I~" N ( V2 U V3 U { v2, v3 } ) = ¢ for each l <~ j <~ nl , 
and 
Wy N W/ = O for each 1 <~j ~ f <<.nl. 
For each l <~j<~nl, since dR(wj)<~n, we have dB(wj)>~p + 1 -n .  Thus, 
IWj [~>p-n+ l-I{vl}l-INB(wj)n r l l  = p - , , -  l :n ,  for each l<.j<~nl. 
The following claim shows indeed that equality holds in the above inequalities. 
Claim 4. For each 1 <~j<<.nb [Wj[ = nl = p - n - 1. 
Proof. Let uj be a vertex in Wj. By Claim 2, we have Na(uj)NNB(v2) ~ 0. Since 
W/n {vl,v3} = 0, NB(uj) A If"2 ~ 0. Since the blue graph B contains no C4, we have 
INB(x) n Wjl~<l for each x E //2. Thus, we have [W/[~<]V2I = n,. Since we already 
know the fact IW/[>~nl. The equality holds. [] 
Combining Claims 3 and 4, we have 
p+2=IV[= ~ IWil+ ~ [V j l+3=n~+3nl+3 
I <~i<~nl I <~j<~3 
=(p-n -  1)2 + 3(p -  n - 1 )+3.  
Solving the above equation for p, we obtain that p = n + x/'n- + 1. By Theorem 2, we 
have 
n+ x/n+ 1 +3 = p+ 3<<.r(C4,Ki,n+l)<~n+ 1 rx/~+ i1 + i, 
which implies that 1 + ~ <  r~l ,  a contradiction. The proof of Theorem 4 
is complete. 
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